
Kingsbarns Golf Links 
St. Andrews, Scotland 

 
Architect:        Kyle Phillips and Mark Parsinen   ( 2000)   
 

Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Medal  72 73.2 136 6807 
Regular 72 70.7 132 6351 
Ladies  72 70.7 126 5238 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 The heritage of the Kingsbarns Golfing Society dates back to 1793 but the availability of golf under 
their name was interrupted twice over the centuries. Most recently during World War II when ground was taken 
by the military for defensive war purposes.  In 2000 Kingsbarns was revived under the watchful eye of a couple 
of Americans, Mark Parsinen and Art Dunkley, who hired Kyle Phillips to manufacture this stunning links 
course on 190 acres of farmland in the current location.  Kyle gave it the full high-end treatment complete with 
grand scale dunes, crumpled fairways, bumps and hollows galore, revetted bunkers, and sprawling green 
complexes with character.   
 
 They spared no expense in creating this place, tapping into the knowledge of Robert Price the author of 
Scotland’s Golf Courses for advice on design features and Walter Wood the retired greens superintendent at St. 
Andrews for guidance on local turf issues.  They created a bit of Whistling Straits in St. Andrews......to even the 
experienced eye it looks like it is nature’s work.  This stiff links experience is not for the faint of heart, it was 
built for hosting professional championships.   
 
 The course plays hard and fast with generous run ups from as far out as 100 yards to accommodate  play 
along the ground.   By no means is this a target golf course, it will punch and counter punch you during the 
round so you have to be ready to respond.  Plenty of swerve in the fairways so don’t be surprised if your ball is 
not as obedient to your commands as you expect.  Bunkering is not overdone but it can be severe around the 
greens where the revetted faces are quite steep.  Further sculpted ground contours can gather balls without 
sufficient intent into the bother.  The greens have robust engineered undulations so a sharp short game and 
focused putting are very important to success out here. 
 
 The day begins temperately enough off the side of the clubhouse to a high fairway overlooking the sea.  
The approach into a green complex with deep face bunkers and the steeply undulating green set the tone for the 
day.  The story continues to unfold as you look down the short downhill Par 3 2nd where the North Sea crashing 
the shore behind is a breathtaking sight to behold.  A little out with a long par 5 at sea level followed by a pair 
of difficult par 4s turning back just above will get your game to full throttle. 
 
 Stepping on the high tee on the wondrous short Par 4 6th you get a stunning panoramic view of all the 
holes along the sea.  This is a little downhill 300 yard shot that tempts your mischievous side but it will take a 
perfect strike with the right curve to get the reward they are dangling in front of you.  From the teeing round, if 
your eyes are 20 x 15, you can just make out the clubhouse at the Crail links down the coast. 
 



 What follows is the challenge of the #1 Handicap hole on the course which, to add insult to injury, often 
plays into the wind. You get a bit of a breather on the 8th with a very technical short pitch Par 3 that looks like 
it tumbles right into the surf.  It is a long trek back up the 9th to the clubhouse and a chance to catch some 
replenishment at the Halfway Hut before taking on the very difficult inward half.    
 
 The second nine begins with a pair of tumbling par 4s that bring you back down to the sea next to the 8th 
green.  Both of these holes have severe downward elevation change and lots of side contours as well.  A couple 
of pars would be good for the scorecard storehouse before getting to the technical part of the course ahead.   
 
 Now you venture around the corner to a spur of land that holds four breathtaking holes that will 
challenge your full skill set.  As Malcolm Campbell says in his descriptive of the course, “It is a gentle walk to 
the 12th through a woodland…..where the ocean is stolen from our gaze.  When it is given back at the top of the 
incline at the tee, the assault on the senses is often difficult to believe.  The spectacular view ….is the one 
instantly recalled by many long after they leave Kingsbarns.  Here we find not only one of the most memorable 
…three-shot holes but one that cunningly conceals iron within the velvet glove”.    Hitch up you pants, aim at 
focused targets, and play away with abandon. 
 
 The Par 3 13th is a lovely short pitch down to a well guarded green complex wedged into a hill with a 
harsh stone wall covered with foliage.  Sorting out the wind effect and the elevation change makes this an 
elusive target.   
 
 After a scoring opportunity on the 14th, you meet face another windblown postcard Par 3 that completes 
this section of the course.  This requires a difficult uphill shot into a precipice green sitting on a jetty 
overlooking the raging sea.  Aim at the pot bunker nestled in the left third of this green in that the forced carry 
over the rocks gets much longer as the breeze blows the ball out to sea.   
 
 If you got through this section with minimal scorecard damage what comes next are three strong 
finishing holes where, with strong execution, good scores are there to be had.  The first of which is an ambling 
five par along the shore.  Long hitters can try to cut the corner but if the wind direction is off the left you are 
bringing a high score into play with anything wayward right.  Aiming at the corner of the clubhouse will leave 
you with a layup from the left center of the fairway to a safe space between the bunkers about 75 yards from the 
green. Worth noting on your approach, there is a pesky burn that runs right and behind the green. 
 
 One last one along the coastline, the penultimate hole is a punishing dogleg right par four if you do not 
hold you intended shot lines.  The drive is into the dogleg elbow well left and what remains is a daunting uphill 
approach into a perched green with three tiers.  Make sure you embrace the extra club required to get up into the 
middle of the putting surface. 
 
 The day finishes with an inland par four that plays across a high ridge adjacent to the first fairway.  With 
a strong drive you are left with a approach carry to a very difficult green shelved into a hill below the 
clubhouse.  The green complex really affords no safe lay up area so if you choose not to go for it over the burn 
you are probably laying up outside of 125 yards to an area on level to the green.  Try to ignore all the noses 
pressed up against the windows of the clubhouse grill room who are soaking their bruised egos having already 
failed to negotiate what you are currently trying to pull off. 
 



 Once the last putts fall, I do recommend you visit the members grill for some adult refreshment.  It is a 
beautiful vantage point from which to appreciate the vast beauty of what they created at Kingsbarns Golf Links.     
 
  
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: (Medal/Regular) 
 
#1  Par 4   405/380 yards    North 
 
Drive is left center along a high ridge of the property which will put you in the turn of the dogleg right.  There 
are a couple of fairway bunkers on the right to avoid.  From there it is a longish carry across a low to a green 
slightly raised with deep face bunkers in front.  Green banks toward you and a bit to the right so be aggressive 
into the center of the green on your approach.  Lots of little pots and grass depressions on both sides. 
 
#2  Par 3  190/165   Firth 
 
So named because the North Sea sits prominently in your view behind this green that sits below you.  Probably 
one club less because of the drop but it really depends on the wind direction.  Three pots right and one pot left, 
this green tips to the right and slightly away at the back right.  Note there is a heel print depression in the green 
on the left center that will gather a ball too far left.   Come in on the left center and let the ground feed it to the 
right pins.  
 
#3  Par 5  513/495   Brae 
 
Dropping down to the shoreline this Par 5 works it’s way up the coast with high hills framing the left and low 
dunes on the right.  Serious left to right tilt all the way to the green.   Drive is to left center and let the ground 
correct it-cutting off the corner can be dangerous if the wind is blowing out to sea.  Lay up is into an area above 
you about 100 yards from the green.  The front right serpentine bunker extends all the way out to 30 yards from 
the green and has some magnetism to it.  This green falls front left to back right and has some stepping across 
the center.   
 
#4  Par 4  409/389   Castle 
 
 This dog leg left plays above the 3rd hole and is the start of a difficult four hole stretch.  The deep 
encroaching bunker is your most obvious problem so, if you do not have the 225 carry over the hazard it better 
to aim at the gorse through the fairway on the right.  Drive should end up inside 150 with an open look at the 
exposed sprawling green set to the left.  This is an open access green where a low running shot will work on the 
approach if need be.  There is a culvert from 12 to 6 in the back center of the green-it pitches left on that side of 
the depression.   This hole gets it’s name from a prominent castle that once stood on this property built by King 
John of the Scots in 1292.   
 
#5  Par 4  399/370   Tassie 
 
 Another test Par 4 doglegs back to the right to a green setting between two dunes.  You must drive well 
left of what seems reasonable to have a look at the green tucked to the right.    If you are on the left you now 
look across some low furry mounds to a punch bowl green with lots of slope in it.  Pick enough club to get to 
the flag. 



#6  Par 4  320/301   Auld Links 
 

This is a short hole where trying to drive the green is tempting.  If the pin is way front maybe.  Most of 
the time drive directly at the flag which leaves a blinded approach to a green surrounded by low dunes and 
falloffs.  Inside scoop from the yardage book…..an alternative is drive up the right to the top of a plateau that 
leaves a short pitch downhill where you can use the green contours to feed to the pin.  Either way it will be the 
deft of your approach that determines whether you get a birdie chance or not. 
 
#7  Par 4  438/431   Lang Wynd 
 
 From a short finesse hole you are facing the #1 handicap hole of the day, big shift in gears here.  In 
many ways this one is a pure brute so it will take two strong blows to get home. The landing area looks like the 
third turn at Daytona so you want to hit one at the gorse bush on the hill and let the ground have its way with it. 
The right-to-left banking continues on your uphill approach so aim at the right edge of the green and accept a 
pitch if you come up short.  The green is a pinched hourglass with a depression left and two pot bunkers right. 
I don’t have to tell you but a bogie here is a good score. 
 
#8  Par 3  154/132   Wee Dunt 
 
Got to love the name of this stunning short pitch three par that comes back down to the sea.  The green surface 
is bodacious with a shelf right that feeds down to a depressed heel print low and left.  Any pins down below you 
aim right center and let it slither down off the mogul.  Getting it to remain close on any pin seems like a king 
size chore so just accept a long first putt and figure out how to walk off this green with a par. 
 
#9  Par 5  536/500   Kirk 
 
This is a gamey uphill five-par that gets you to the half-way hut.  Best drive is at the gorse on the left and trust 
that the side slant will feed your ball back to center.  Reaching in two is possible if you have a favoring breeze 
but it is uphill and the green is nestled to the left between some eyeball pots.  Lay up is short of the two fairway 
bunkers at about 80 yards which will leave asomewhat blinded pitch into a stepped green.  If you are making 
birdie here it is likely with a tricky one-putt. 
 
#10  Par 4  380/366   Cambo 
 
The next two par fours take you back where you just came from, to that nexus of 8 and 15 greens down by the 
sea.  Control your line and flight off this tee based on the wind direction and intensity, the on level landing area  
is the right center of the fairway that feeds back to center.  The approach is across seriously wavy ground to a 
table top green on the other side of a valley.  The green is segmented which makes controlling the landing of the 
ball difficult.  There is an elephant’s cheek right center that will deflect many balls in a less than predictable 
way. 
 
#11  Par 4  455/399   Woods 
 
Don’t be freaked by the yardage on this one.  This slight dogleg left is downhill and it will lengthen the output 
of your shots considerably.  Drive it to center at the directional stake  to get a look at the green complex set 
slightly left below you.  The approach can generally be played short of the green, just left of the Wailing Wall 



bunker protecting the front right, letting the ground feed it on to the center of the green.  Two pars to start this 
side are just what the doctor ordered.   
 
#12  Par 5  566/538   Orrdeal 
 
When you walk through the woods from the 11th green you step out onto a promontory tee overlooking this vast 
Par 5 routed along the shore line of a separate tongue of ground on the far end of the property.  The look is so 
exhilarating as to be distracting and it qualifies as the postcard hole for the entire course for me.   The driving 
area is very open but it is bisected by a longitudinal mound that will kick drives to either side.  Since I think the 
hole is three shots for everyone playing down the left of the driving area just brings the shoreline into play and I 
am not sure I think that risk is worth taking.  I like aiming at the pot bunker you see well in the distance through 
the fairway.  The second shot is a lay up well out to the right to get a look at the cape style green complex set 
well to the left.  The green complex is almost 70 yards long so finding the section with the day’s pin position is 
critical.  The back left corner of the green is the hardest to get at, it sits like a shelf by itself pinned between two 
bunkers.  The right side third is a shelf of it’s own so approaches to that section will wander on their own 
toward the center of the green.  
 
#13  Par 3  135/123   Cliffs 
 
What follows is a simple downhill pitch from a high diagonally set tee box to a green set below on a counter 
angle into the base of a rock wall covered with vegetation.   The main problem is that there is only one way to 
get into this green and that is dropping a lawn dart out of the blue sky because the green is tightly rung by deep 
pot bunkers that make a recovery up and down very unlikely.    
 
#14  Par 4  372/339   Haiks 
 
There is one last meandering uphill par four to go in this corner that should be a settling experience before you 
hit the home stretch.  Drive left center left of the pot bunker at about 75 yards.  From there it is a cross pitch to a 
green still slightly above you that is a two-tier coffee table.  To avoid dicey putting you have to run the ball up 
to the correct tier for the day’s flag. 
 
#15  Par 3  185/151   Rocky Ness 
 
The walk back through the woods will bring you to what I think they feel is their postcard Par 3 of the day, a 
wind blown jaw dropper over  a rocky bluff to a promontory green.  Given the length you are hitting something 
out of the middle of your bag.  From the tee the tree line on the left will dampen your appreciation of the impact 
of the wind but do not be fooled, and if the wind is howling you must play very conservatively to the left to stay 
out of the Irish Sea.  The green sits on a 8 to 2 diagonal with a bail out area left and short of the green complex.  
I would never aim right of the pot bunker in the back center of the green or you are tempting a wet fate.   
 
#16  Par 5  504/481   Burnside 
 
The next hole has a bit of the feel of the Par 5 shoreline third hole that goes in the same direction.  The entire 
hole leans off the hills on the left, so aim your drive at the corner of the clubhouse and let it fall to the right on 
it’s own.  The second shot is into a narrowing throat of fairway pinched by a pot bunker about 60 yards from the 
green on the right.  If you lay up it will be short of that leaving a pitch into a bi-folded green that sits on the 4 to 



10 diagonal-three pot bunkers cordon the left side approach off right where the transition spine of the green cuts 
across.  There is a burn that skirts the right side of the green so be aware that going for this green in two would 
bring this into play for a right wanderer. 
 
#17  Par 4  432/408   Harbour 
 
This is a brutish long Par 4 that plays even longer because of the distinct uphill from tee to green.  As on the last 
one the drive here is well left toward the pot bunker at 160 letting the hill feed it back to center.  What remains 
is a long uphill approach through a narrow neck to a 50 yard deep tiered green set on top of the hill above.  It is 
very likely you will be trying to pitch and putt to save a par here so consider carefully where you might want to 
leave an approach that might miss. 
 
#18  Par 4  414/383   Cundie Brig 
 
The day ends with a very difficult finishing hole that plays back toward the clubhouse along a high ridge just 
below the first hole.  There are bunkers hidden from view down left, so aim your drive 10 yards left of the top 
of the clubhouse you can make out on the hill.  The drive will meander back to the left as it starts to feed down 
to the top of a depression between you and the green.  The approach is a threatening carry over this deep valley 
and a small burn that can swallow a ball that does have enough on it to reach the front edge of the two-level 
elevated green complex.   Simply stated, on all approaches long is better. This hole feels majorly out of 
character to the rest but they were determined to have it finish at the foot of the clubhouse. 
  


